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Abstract. Assignment of easy-to-use and well-timed services staying invisible 
for a user is one of important features of ambient intelligent. Multimodal user 
interface capable to perceive speech, movements, poses and gestures of partici-
pants in order to determinate their needs provides the natural and intuitively un-
derstandable way of interaction with the developed intelligent meeting room. 
Awareness of the room about spatial position of the participants, their current 
activities, roles in a current event, their preferences helps to predict more accu-
rately the intentions and needs of participants. Technological framework, 
equipment and description of technologies applied to the intelligent meeting 
room are presented. Some scenarios and data structures used for a formalization 
of context and behavior information from practical human-human, human-
machine and machine-machine interaction are discussed. 

Keywords: ambient intelligence, cognitive-centric design, multimodal inter-
faces, context awareness, smart home, intelligent meeting room. 

1   Introduction 

An idea of recognition of a current situation and behavior of a user, as well as an 
unobtrusive satisfaction of his needs underlies the “ambient intelligence” (AmI). 
These tasks deal with three directions of science and technique: ubiquitous comput-
ing, ubiquitous communication, and multimodal interfaces [1]. Integration of diverse 
computation, information and communication resources into a united framework is 
one of the important issues at design of ambient intelligence and it identifies the mod-
ern tendency to transition from smart devices to an ambient intelligent space. Multi-
modal interfaces provide natural and intuitively comprehensible interaction between a 
user and intellectual devices, which are embedded into the environment. All the 
means should be hidden, thus the user can see only the results of intellectual devices 
activities and concentrate attention on her/his work. 

The so-called “smart home” (SH) is the most profoundly studied area from the 
domain of the ambient intelligence. A smart home can be defined as a dwelling house 
equipped with computational and informational technologies guessing and reacting 
upon needs of the inhabitants, working on comfort maintenance, security and good 
entertainment by means of control of domestic equipment and communications [2]. 
 In spite of the fact that SH idea was well established in the late 1990s, SH technolo-
gies still have no popularity among potential users. It is Gann’s opinion [3] that the 
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principle barriers to uptake are the following: high cost, difficulties of integration with 
contemporary domestic appliances and lack of usability. 

Industry of SH should take into account a number of criteria to motivate customers 
in its advantages [3]. First, it is necessary to consider real needs of users. Secondly, 
development should be conducted at three levels at once: (1) generic technologies 
necessary for a base configuration applied to all appendices; (2) context-dependent 
technologies which can be adapted for the majority of homes; (3) personified tech-
nologies developed with respect to requirements of concrete customers and facilities. 
Thirdly, the offered decisions should be flexible, simple of use, reasonable of price, 
reliable, ease of installation and reconfiguration. 

Taking into account functionality available to a user it is necessary to distinguish 
homes with smart devices and homes providing interactive computing both inside and 
beyond the home. Five classes of SH were proposed in [3]: (1) home, which contains 
stand-alone intelligent objects, actions of which are mutually independent; (2) home, 
which contains network of intelligent objects worked by own rules, but due to ex-
change information between one another, their functions are enhanced; (3) connected 
home has internal networks connected to external ones and allows interactive and 
remote control of home systems, as well as access to services both inside and outside 
the house; (4) learning home, able to record and store data about activities patterns in 
order to use them in future; (5) attentive home, constantly recording data of family 
members localization in order to predict users’ behavior, satisfying their needs and 
unobtrusively interact with them. 

The classification takes into account not only functional abilities of SH, but also 
highlights different levels of communication within and beyond the house, starting 
from the simplest systems with mechanical toggle switches, and to complicated sys-
tems, forecasting user’s behavior and interacting with him. 

Ambient intelligence paradigm and the subsequent development of ambient intelli-
gent space have led to formation of the so-called cognitive approach become of great 
importance for designing SH systems. Intelligent agents embedded into the environ-
ment, allow AmI distinguishing people behavior and reacting to their needs in an 
unobtrusive and even invisible way owing to intuitive interfaces [1]. The cognitive 
approach to design, with the aim of AmI, gives to the developer a way to compare 
demands and cognitive processes of the end user. This goal can be reached owing to 
intellectual agents networks, which provide synchronization of information streams, 
remote control and user notification, in the aggregate with adaptive interfaces and the 
means for achievement of full situational awareness [4]. The knowledge of a context 
helps to explain behavior of the user in a concrete situation and to train the system to 
react adequately. 

Cognitive and perceptive systems of a human being automatically use a context for 
identification in everyday life. The context can be defined as a set of relevant condi-
tions and ambient influences which make a certain situation unique and distinguished. 
The context implies a notion of weight of influencing factors, considered subcon-
sciously by people but being beyond perception of artificial systems. The optimal 
approach to formalization of contextual information is an iterative two-step proce-
dure: (1) collection of the detailed expert description of situations; (2) check of accu-
racy of automatic recognition of the certain contexts on the basis of previously created 
descriptions [5]. 
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One of the basic directions within the AmI paradigm is a development of multimo-
dal user interfaces providing natural and intuitively clear way of human-computer 
interaction. Speech, gestures, handwriting and other means, which are natural of inter-
human dialogue, are applied to management of machines in multimodal interfaces [6]. 
Audio-visual information processing allows automatic identifying the person, his 
intentions, speech, movements and the current position. Due to the analysis of single 
modalities and their subsequent fusion on the semantic level it is possible to improve 
naturalness and robustness of interactions. 

Multimodal integration combines semantic hypotheses coming from modules of 
single modalities processing and carries on joint interpretation of a user’s command. 
For recognition of user’s intention (communicative or practical) it is necessary to use 
information from different sources, and to consider various types of the contextual 
information. Three types of contexts are proposed to use during the fusion of multi-
modal information [7]: (1) context of a subject domain, which contains some a priori 
knowledge, the user’s preferences, models of situations, descriptions of objects and 
subjects, their possible activities and their location to each other; (2) conversational 
context describing possible dialogues with the system and a current condition of a 
discourse; (3) visual context including the analysis of a direction of vision, gestures, 
actions of the user in the course of the observable situation. Data and knowledge, 
accumulated by the system in advance, determine an interpretation of user’s inten-
tions and the current situation. The result of recognition of a command is, theoreti-
cally, a multimodal representation of user’s behavior, conclusion about his intentions 
and a succession of activities which are to be performed by the system. 

There are more fields for applying areas of AmI besides that of a SH. One may 
state that requirements for a SH were worked out already, but requirements for meet-
ing and lecture rooms are somewhat insufficiently standardized. Sometimes even 
users have no idea what they should expect from such intelligent rooms. The user 
cannot quickly become familiar with a simultaneous use of several wide-screen dis-
plays, interactive multimedia support, integration of mobile devices and others new 
resources. All these means and tools must be intuitively comprehensible. Usually such 
rooms function in a semi-automatic mode, and all the embedded systems are main-
tained by experts. 

Peculiar features of multimodal interfaces exploiting and human behavior in the  
intelligent meeting room of SPIIRAS are regarded in the present paper. Testing of 
audio-visual processing is made during laboratory meetings and lectures. Besides, 
control of the equipment was realized on a basis of mobile-phone, while collecting of 
data concerning SPIIRAS members was performed with the aim of a mobile robot 
with a multimodal interface, moving along a corridor of the institute. 

The next section presents basic features of the equipment and description of tech-
nologies applied to the intelligent meeting room. Apart from that, some scenarios and 
data structures used for a formalization of context and user behavior in the meeting 
room will be presented. 

2   Technological Framework of Intelligent Meeting Room 

A premises of 72 square meters located inside the institute building was supplied for 
intelligent meeting room. The room scheme and arrangement of base equipments are 
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presented in Figure 1. Monitoring of the room is performed by 16 video cameras 
mounted on the walls, ceiling and tables and provides tracking of moving objects, 
face detection and other functions. Three T-shape 4 channel microphone arrays 
mounted on the different walls serve for localization of sound sources, far-field re-
cording and following speech processing. Besides video recording the personal web 
cameras mounted on the tables have internal microphones and are used for recording 
speech of each meeting participant. 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of intelligent meeting room and equipment arrangement 

A wide touchscreen plasma panel and multimedia projector (projection screen) are 
located one under another in the left side of the room and provide output of multimo-
dal information. Operated electro gears are connected to the projection screen and 
curtain rail. The curtains are made from special lighttight cloth in order to suppress 
the outside influence on the illumination changing in the room. The processing of 
recorded audio-visual data, control the multimedia and electro mechanic equipment 
are performed by six four-cored computers, two multichannel audio boards Presound 
FirePod, as well as some devices providing cable and wireless network. The referred 
service equipment is mounted in a rack and located on the adjacent room from the 
meeting one. Thus, users inside the meeting room could see only appliances for in-
put/output information, but other devices and computational resources are invisible. 
To provide service and the same time be hidden for a user is one of the main features 
of ambient intelligence. 

Availability of multimodal user interface is a distinguishing characteristic of the 
developed intelligent meeting room. The developed earlier technologies of audio-
visual data processing were successfully implemented in the room to provide natural 
and intuitively understandable way of interaction with the room equipment. Most 
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important technologies are automatic speech recognition, speaker identification, 
sound source localization, detection of position and tracking moving objects and user 
faces, detection of user pose. A bimodal audio-visual Russian speech synthesis tech-
nology (talking head) is used for developed interactive applications. 

A method for spectral-spatial analysis of speech activity has been developed.  
Spatial speaker localization is based on the calculation of phase difference between 
the signals recorded by different microphones. The energy level of mutual signal 
spectrum and estimation of acceptable position of a speaker is used for finding  
the boundaries of speech in a multichannel acoustical stream, recorded in noisy  
environments. 

Russian speech recognition is realized by SIRIUS engine with a model of compact 
representation of extra large vocabularies based on two-level morphophonemic prefix 
graph (TMPG). Integration of morpheme and phonetic levels into a united tree-based 
structure of vocabulary provides compact representation of word-forms and their 
phonemic transcriptions [8]. Usage of the proposed graph while decoding continuous 
Russian speech provides formation of grammatically correct words at the recognition 
output and increase of recognition speed. 

A model of text-independent speaker identification based on assessment of cepstral 
features distribution of the input speech signal was developed. The minimal length of 
the speech signal, necessary for speaker pattern training and decision making during 
verification, is thirty seconds. A multithreaded program model for speaker identifica-
tion provides simultaneous estimation of several participants of a meeting. 

Determination of position and face tracking are based on an algorithm for tracking 
movements of natural markers of human face. Automatic restoring of lost tracking 
points allows the face tracking system to increase robustness of identifying head-
position during quick motions and occasional video noise. An algorithm for cursor 
controlling is adaptive to velocity of head movements. It provides comfortable cursor 
controlling on high-resolution screen, using a low-resolution camera. These algo-
rithms have been embedded into the multimodal system ICANDO for assistance to 
disabled people at hands-free PC-controlling [6]. 

An algorithm for position and video tracking of moving object is based on estima-
tion of difference between adjacent frames and takes into account the measurements 
of users, velocity and trajectory of their movements, acceptable regions of user ap-
pearance. It makes the algorithm robust to sudden changing luminosity and capable to 
differentiate moving objects closely located to each other. Intel OpenCV library is 
used for base procedures of video capture and processing. Also two statistic poses 
(staying and sitting) are detected in intellectual room applications. A criterion for pose 
recognition is height of an object. The list of recognized poses could be extended by 
some gestures, which users often apply during meetings [9]: nod, nutation, rise of a 
hand by sitting user, hand pointing. 

A model of audio-visual speech synthesis (“talking head”) of Russian texts has 
been developed jointly with United Institute of Informatics Problems (Belarus) and 
University of West Bohemia (Czech Republic). Two methods for creation of visual 
synthesis of facial organs have been elaborated [10]: (1) model-based method; 
(2) data-based method. The former is used for creation of 3D avatars. The latter ap-
proach allows creating a 2D personalized audio-visual TTS-synthesis model. In this 
model visual facial synthesis is combined with acoustical speech synthesizer. 
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Figure 2 shows a technological framework of the intelligent meeting room. Col-
laborative work of the referred technologies supplies a room control system with data 
about current situation, participant’s behavior and provides robust recognition of 
voice command due to the analysis of spatial-temporal, situational information and 
user preferences. 

  

Fig. 2. Technological framework of the intelligent meeting room 

Distant speech recognition based on microphone array processing allows a user to 
control light, curtains, projector screen, PTZ functions of video cameras and more 
complex devices like TV set, radio, audio-video player and other multimodal applica-
tions. In all the applications interactive feedback is realized by a talking head, which 
shows an awareness of the room about participant’s behavior and pronounces required 
speech information. 

3   Case Studies of Intelligent Meeting Room 

First scenario, which was experimentally tested, was focused on conjugation of the 
actuators (light, curtains, and screen) with the distant speech recognition system and 
other manual controls. A user could give a command by voice, touchscreen panel, 
remote control panel or via web-interface from a computer or a mobile phone. A 
scheme of user command processing and possible automatic room control in accor-
dance with a current situation is presented in Figure 3. 

Data about current states of all the actuators, presence of users and their positions 
are recorded every time at the arrival of a user command. Boolean descriptions of  
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Fig. 3. Scheme of user and automatic control of the equipment of the room 

actuator states were used for the light, the curtains, the screen, the plasma panel, the 
projector. The plasma panel and the projector have certainly many other functions, 
but their execution was realized without actuators in the framework of concrete appli-
cations. For example, changing graphical content showed by TV set and projector is 
processed by a computer, and then corresponding video signal outputs via DVI or 
VGA cables. 

A description of situational information was simplified in given scenario too. Time 
of day was described by four categories (morning, day, evening, night). Number of 
participants presented inside the room was divided into four groups too (0, 1, 2-10, 
more than 10). Positions of participants were evaluated in relation to the meeting 
table, the plasma panel, the window. The chairs located in the right side of the room 
are used in the case of large number of presented participants. Therefore a special 
category of participant’s position was defined: participants are distributed throughout 
the room. A situational map of the meeting room is used for verification of events and 
analysis of the room state. Table 1 presents structure and states of the map. 

The black cells corresponding to the turned-on devices and other features of the 
room indicated a current situation. The right column consists of examples of the 
commands, automatically generated at occurrence of corresponding combination of 
events and equipment state. These commands were received during matching the real 
user command and the state of situational map. For some commands the conditions 
arisen them are slightly changed and adapted for implementation in automatic mode. 
For instance, a voice command to turn-off the light is said by user inside the room 
before she/he goes out. In automatic mode this action is performed when all the 
participants left the room. By this reason commands 6-8 in Table 1 to turn-off the 
light, lift the screen and close the curtains are performed when the number of partici-
pants is zero. 

By Figure 3 now we can explain how to control the meeting room in the automatic 
mode. Changing the situation caused by user behavior or day time or switching the 
actuators calls the procedure of the map analysis. If a predefined situation is detected 
a corresponding command for activation or deactivation of actuators is sent. The in-
teraction between various software modules distributed on several computers is ac-
complished by client-server architecture via TCP/IP protocol. At that command and 
notification of the actuator states are collected and processed in queue. 
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Table 1. The situational map of the meeting room and automatic commands 

State of actuator devices Situational information 
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Commands 
generated 
automatically, 
when specific 
combination of 
actuator states 
and events 
occurs 

1. Turn-on the 
light group L4 

2. Open the 
curtains 

3. Lower the 
screen 

4. Turn-off the 
light group L1 

5. Open the 
curtains 

6. Turn-off whole 
the light 

7. Lift the screen 
8. Close the 
curtains 
… 

 
Scenarios of control of multimedia appliances were based on special dialogues of 

speech interaction between a user and the meeting room. The multimodal applications 
“SPIIRAS inquiry” and “St. Petersburg map” were adopted based on similar systems 
realized in a multimodal kiosk [11]. Voice control system for TV set and radio im-
plements commands to select a channel by its number or title, to change the settings 
of sound and picture. In the application “Smart board” voice commands intended for 
selecting color, width of pen, brush or other instruments for handwrited sketches on 
the touchscreen. Only examples of voice commands are mentioned above, which 
could be useful at interaction with the intellectual applications. Moreover, most of the 
commands could be activated by gestures on the touchscreen. In particular, in map-
based applications a direct pointing to a graphical object is more needed, but speech 
commands are used for operation with objects [6]. 

Besides the current state of the dialogue the spatial position of a user should be 
taken into account. In contrast to control of the actuator devices the voice commands 
aimed for to the multimedia applications are perceived only from a space near the 
plasma panel (not far than 1.5 meters). This limitation helps to decrease number of 
false voice commands appeared as a result of background noise and parallel user 
conversations that increases accuracy of distant speech recognition. 

Special attention should be paid to influence of activity of controlled devices dur-
ing transitional stages on the systems of audio-visual data processing. For instance, 
the speech recognition and sound source localization systems should be notified be-
fore starting the gears of screen and curtains, because their noise influences on the 
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system performance. The analogical situation is appeared at turning-on the multime-
dia projector and condition system. Since these devices will work continuously then a 
system of spatial filtration of sound signal should suppress noises before the speech 
recognition phase. 

Opening the curtains can significantly influence on changing the luminosity in the 
room and lead to fail of the video tracking systems, for example loss of existent ob-
jects or appearance a false object in the room. The same problem happens when turn-
ing-on/turning-off the light, so the systems of video processing should be preliminary 
notified about changing the luminosity in the meeting room. 

Verification of the technological framework and experimental detection of poten-
tial conflicts at the room control appeared owing to uncoordinated work of equipment 
or unpredicted behavior of users are conducted. Analysis of the extended situational 
map, as well as discursive information of real dialogues, personified user data will 
allow us to extract templates of behaviors and preferences of main groups of users, 
scenarios of man-machine interactions and most important commands, which should 
be automatically performed to facilitate efficiency of meetings and lectures in the 
intelligent room. 

4   Conclusion 

The developed intelligent meeting room is a distributed system with the network of 
intelligent agents (software modules), actuator devices, multimedia equipment and 
audio-visual sensors. The main aim of the room is providing of meeting or lecture 
participants with required services based on analysis of the current situation. Aware-
ness of the room about spatial position of the participants, their activities, role in the 
current event, their preferences helps to predict the intentions and needs of partici-
pants. Context modeling, context reasoning, knowledge sharing are stayed the most 
important challenges of the ambient intelligent design. 

Assignment of easy-to-use and well-timed services, at that stay invisible for user, is 
one of another important feature of ambient intelligent. In the developed intelligent 
room all the computational resources are located in the adjacent premises, so the par-
ticipants could observe only microphones, video cameras, as well as equipment for 
output of visual and audio information. Implementation of multimodal user interface 
capable to perceive speech, movements, poses and gestures of participants in order to 
determinate their needs provides the natural and intuitively understandable way of 
interaction with the intelligent room. 

Development of a network of intelligent meeting rooms gives the opportunity to 
organize a videoconference between spatially distributed participants and facilitates to 
increase collaboration, access to higher knowledge/competence, reduce costs for 
transport and staff, and increase the quality of education due to automatic immediate 
monitoring by every student during the lessons. Using the various combinations of 
multimodal interfaces and the equipment of the intelligent meeting room the funda-
mental issues of human-machine interaction are studied and applied models in secu-
rity medicine, robotics, logistics and other scientific areas are investigated now. 
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